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ABSTMCT

New thermodynamic energy “water potential” based on the chemical potential of a
component of mixture gases is defined as the driving force of gaseous phase water flux.
Adhesive power, which is a kind of stress called “capillary attraction” and a part of the water
potential, is proved as the driving force of liquid phase water flux. Then numerical model of
coupled heat and water transfer using the water potential is introduced and influences of stress
such as gravity and stationary pressure on water flux are clarified fi-om the viewpoint of
thermodynamics. The way to estimate difisivities of gaseous and liquid phase water through
porous materials is also proposed. Furthermore accuracy of the numerical model is shown
through a comparison between calcdation and experiment on behavior of water content in a
porous material.

INTRODUCTION

Existing analytical theories on coupled heat and water transfer through porous materials are
using physical amomts as the driving force of water flux. The physical amounts, such as
vapour pressure, water content, relative humidity, temperature and so on seem to be certainly
one of the driving forces but it is unthinkable that they are perfectly correct as the driving
force from the viewpoint of thermodynamics. Then new driving forces of gaseous and liquid
phase water flux are defined by the thermodynamic energy and the numerical model on
coupled heat and water transfer is proposed.

DRIVING FORCE OF WATER FLUX

Driving force of gaseous phase water flux (Definition of the water potential)
Chemical potential is defined as Gibbs free energy per mole and used as an index of a mass
equilibrium state in the thermodynamic equilibrium system. The thermodynamic system
changes toward the lower condition of chemical potential in the mass non-equilibrium state
(Mass transfer merely occurs in case of no chemical change). By applying the chemical
potential to moisture diffusion, new thermodynamic function “water potential” can be
introduced as an index of moisture equilibrium state [1]. So the water potential signifies the
thermodynamic energy and the driving force of moisture flux (gaseous phase water flux).

r

If the component gas i occupies all the volume independently, the following Gibbs free
energy is obtained.

LGi = nihO,i– niTsO,i+ ni- ‘cP,,dT – niT~~dT + niRTb~
o P.

(1)

In which CP, h; n, p, R, s and T are specific heat, enthalpy, mole number, pressure,
gaseous constant, entropy and temperature, respectively. Then the chemical potential of the
component gas i of mixture gases is defined as Eq.(2) by dividing ni into Eq.(1) and
substituting the molar fi-action Ci = pi /p.

LPi(p>T)=hO,i –Tsoi + ‘cP,idT–T~~dT +RTln~+RThci
.T

(2)
o P.
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Water in air can be supposed to be a single ingredient system in which gaseous and liquid
phase water coexist because components of air are much the same anywhere except moisture
quantity and they are not affected by phase change of water. For this reason, the driving force
of moisture flux is expressed by the chemical potential of water in the isothemal and equal
pressure field. It is established by the Onsager’s reciprocal theory that the chemical potential
of water is dso the driving force of moisture flux even in the thermodynamic non-equilibrium
system (the non-isothermal field) [2]. Then if CP,Wis regarded as a constant and p is

replaced by p., the chemical potential of water is defined as follows.

Pw(P>~)= P:(~)+Pb) (3)

p~(T) = hO;w– TSO,W+ CP,W(T– TO)– TCP,Wln$ + RVTln~
0 P.

(4)

P(P) = KT In& (5)
P.

In which & and pO are the standard temperature and pressure. pw and p, are the vapor
pressure and the saturated vapor pressure of tie humid air. The water potential is defined as
the value per unit weight by applying the reduced values per unit weight as CP,Wand R,
(specific heat [J/(kg K)], ~ ‘8.31441 [J/(mol K)] /18.016x 103[kg/mol] =461.50 [J/(kg K)]).
Furthermore, by providing O°C (=273 .15K) as the standard temperature ~ and latrn
(=1.01325 x 105Pa) as the standard pressure pO, and introducing Eq.(6) as the standard
enthalpy hOand entropy SO,Eq.(4) is rewritten to Eq.(7).

hO,w– TOSO,W= 6.44243 X 105 (6)

A$(T)= 6.44243x105 +cp,w(T–273.15) –TcP,wk27~15 +RvTlnl 013’~x105 (7)
. .

Eq.(3), (5), (7) show the established expressions of the water potential defined as the driving

force of moisture flux. As Eq.(3) shows, the water potential is composed by saturated water
potential P; and unsaturated water potential p.

Driving force of liquid phase water flux
The water potential of void air in porous materials becomes the same as that of surrounding

air in the moisture equilibrium state. Then capillary tubes of porous materials adsorb and

desorb water to keep moisture equilibrium with void air. In this condition tie water potential

of the void air and capillary water become the same because adhesive power, which is a kind
of stress called “capillary attraction”, is at work to capillary tubes even if the surface of
capillary water is saturated. In other words, the water potential of capillary water can be
expressed by the sum of saturated water potential ~j and adhesive power p., and p. is

equal to unsaturated water potential p of void air. Incidentally, P = ~~ is represented by
Kelvin’s equation as lEq.(8).

[) 2yp=RVT~fi = –—cOse (8)
P. rcPlw

In which rCis capillary radius, y and plw are surface tension and specific weight of liquid
phase water, and 19 is angle between capillary surface and meniscus of capillary water.
Therefore the relation between p and water content is obtained born distribution of capillary
radius measured by gas adsorption method and so on and water capacity ~~ja~ which is
defined in the next paragraph can be estimated. That is to say, ~ is the thermodynamics
energy, which indicates the state of water content, and expresses driving force of liquid phase
water flux throu~ porous materials.
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NUMERICAL MODEL OF COUPLED HEAT AND WATER TRANSFER

Water balance
Equilibrium equation of moisture transfer in porous material is obtained from law of
conservation of mass.

aw
—+ VJW=O
at

(9)

Jw is the amount of water flux per unit area and W is weight of water content per unit
volume of material. If it is assumed that internal pressure of material is kept constant and
stresses such as gravitation work nothing to material, and then if the water potential ~W and
unsaturated water potential ~ are used as the driving forces of gaseous and liquid phase
water flux jw and jlW, Jw is expressed by Eq.(10)

Jw=jw+jlw= –A;vpw–A,vp (lo)

A; and l; are gaseous and liquid phase water conductivity for ~W and p gradient. A; can

be regarded as a constant value in the hydroscopic range without liquid phase water flux. W
is obtained by summing gaseous and liquid phase water content (by summing both quantities

of moisture in voids and adsorbed water in capillary).

w = pw~ + p,w~ (11)

v and @ are ratio of voids and water content per unit volume of porous material. pw and

PI* me absolute h~diw Per tit vol~e of ~r ~d sPecific weight of liquid Phase water” BY
substituting Eq.(10), (11), Eq.(9) is changed to Eq.(12).

(12)

The lefi hand second term of Eq.(12) becomes to the following equation by assuming $ as a
function of ~ ~ and using Eq.(3).

(13)

In which 8~/~p~ can be omitted ( 8@/~~~ = O), then @ is obtained as a function of P. So
equilibrium equation of moisture transfer is expressed by Eq.(14).

(14)

Furthermore 8pwy/8t can be also neglected in general materials because pw is fm less

than P,Wand v is very small, then Eq.(14) is rearranged to Eq.(15).

Thermal balance
Equilibrium equation of heat transfer in porous material is obtained from heat flux q per unit
area and enthalpy H per unit volume.

aH
—+vq=o
at

Eq.(16) is changed to the following equation.

acpT (— +Cwjw +CIWJIW“bT= VAVT+r. rg[
at

(16)

(17)

C and p are specific heat and specific weight of material containing water. Cw and CIWare
specific heat of gaseous and liquid phase water. 2 is thermal conductivity. r is heat of



adsorption (= latent heat from gaseous to liquid phase water). r~l is amount of phase change
per unit volume of material and expressedbyEq.(18).

~PwY
rgl= VA;VPW – ~

Therefor equilibrium equation of heat transfer is rewritten as Eq.(19)

8CpT
( “k

[

apwy
— + cwjw + CIWJIW

)

T = VAVT i- r VA~VpW–—
at at

(18)

(19)

cwj&VT ~d ~pW~/dt can be neglected because of few jw and by reason of mentioned
above, and then Eq.(19) is rearranged to Eq.(20)

8CpT
—+ clwjlwVT = VAVT + rVA~VpW

at
(20)

Boundary condition
Boundary conditions are expressed as follows.

(21)

(22)

In which ns is normal line vector directed inward on a boundary surface, q. is quantity of
radiant heat, aC is convective heat transfer coefficient and a’ is convective moisture transfer
coefficient for the water potential gradient. ~W,~, PW,S, T. and TS are the water potential
and temperature of the outside air and surface, respectively.

INFLUENCE OF STRESS ON WATER FLUX

Gibbs free energy is expressed as the fiction of temperature, pressure and molar number ni
of each component i in an open system in which amount of components is changeable. So
the change of Gibbs free energy caused by infinitesimal change of the open system is
expressed by Eq.(23) in case that ni is variable.

dG = -SdT + Vdp+ ~ pC,idni (23]
fzl

If a stress works to the system, Eq.(23) is rearranged as Eq.(24), (25) by estimating a work,
except for density change, arisen from tie energy increase of the system.

dG = –SdT i- Vdp+ d’W’ (24)

d’w’ = ~~cidni+~dy
i=l ‘

(25)

In which X is the potential depending on the stress and Xdy is the amount of energy
increase of system. y is extensive properties which is proportional to mass and related to
molar number n, as lEq.(26).

(26)
i=l

If ~i is constant value, Eq.(25) is rewritten to (27), (28) and stress chemical potential is
obtained as Eq.(28).

(27)

(28)



For example, if gravitation and stationary pressure are at work to the system, gz and p are
supposed to be X and then gz~i and p~ are supposed to be ~i because mass and

volume of the system are established as y. g is acceleration of gravity, z is height born

reference position, Mi is molecular weight and ~ is molecular volume. So the water

potential including the effect of stress, which is called the stress water potential ~W, is

defined by adding the stress potential on the water potential pW. The stress potential is

obtained by dividing molecular weight of water into ~i because the water potential is

defined as the value per unit weight of water. Therefore the stress water potential which

includes the effects of gravitation and stationary pressure is calctiated by Eq.(29)

fiw=pw+gz+pvw (29)

In which ~Wis the volume per unit weight of water and p~w is equal to AT. Even if there

is no difference of p in each parts of the system, the stress potential R,T should be

estimated in case that T is different because ~Wmust be different.
When the stress acts on the void air, it also acts on the solid part that forms the void. So
numerical model of coupled heat and water transfer including the influence of stress is
expressed as follows by adding the stress potential F on both of driving forces of gaseous
and liquid phase water pW and ~ described by Eq.(3), (8). Then Eq.(30), (31) are
titroduced from Eq.(15), (20)

= VA;Vp: + V2;V~ + F)+VA[T~ + F) (30)

dT
cp—

at
i-(c[Wjlw)VT = VIVT+rVA~V~w +F) (31)

DIFFUSMTIES OF GASEOUS AND LIQUID PHASES WATER

One-dimensional water flw of steady state tiough porous material in isothermal field is
expressed as Eq.(32) by using difisivities of gaseous and liquid phase water for the water
content and the water potential, Dw and 1’.

(32)

So 2’ called “water conductivity” is obtained as the product of Dw by 8@/~p which can be
measured easily by experiments. However both of Dw and 2’ are the value for coexisted
water flux of gaseous and liquid phases in high water content range. Then A’ can be
separated as Eq.(33).

a’=a; +A; (33)

a; and A; are the water conductivity of gaseous and liquid phases, respectively. 1:

(= a~,~”) in the hydroscopic r~ge is a constit, wtile 2; (= ~~,~. ) in the high water content
range is approximated as Eq.(34) if the amount of moisture diffusion depends on only

capillary space.

A;>hw= a’ L
g,mw (34)

v

~hw ‘s ‘e ‘oid ‘ate”:f ‘he ‘gh ‘ater content ‘mge ‘d y.. is the critical void rate of the

hydroscopic range in which ~~,~w is supposed to be constant and maximum ( Vhws ~~v ).

A;>hwcan be also estimated experimentally from the relation between unsaturated water

— .—. -.



potential p (or water difisivity DW) and water content ~ in the hydroscopic range.

VERIFICATION OF ANALYTICAL MODEL

Numerical model on coupled heat and water transfer as mentioned above is verified through
the comparison with experiments. Water content distribution with temperature difference is
examined for calcium silicate. Then Eq.(1 5), (20) and Eq.(30), (31) are solved by Crmik-
Nicolson method on the same condition at experiments and the calctiated results are
compared with the experimental one. Fig. 1 shows the measuring instrument of water content
distribution with temperature difference. Experimental materials (a piece of calcium silicate,
25x50x80mm) in it are thermal insulated and waterproofed. One side of them is heated up and
the other side is cooled off at constant temperature. Outline symbols in Fig.2, 3 show the
experimental restits on the distribution of temperature and water content of materials after21
days from the begirming. Water content, which is the mean value in each length of 20mm,
becomes larger in the lower temperature side. Solid
lines and black symbols in Fig.2, 3 show the
calctiated values by Eq.(3 O), (31) including the
influence of stress with temperature difference,
while broken lines show the calctiated values by
Eq.(15), (20) omitting the influence of stress.
Distribution of temperature and water content
calctiated with st~ess perfectly agree with
experirnenti one. However those without stress
become larger in high temperature range and
smaller in low temperature range than the real one.

CONCLUSION

New driving force of gaseous and liquid phase
water flux is defined as “water potentia~’ and
“unsaturated water potential” on the basis of
thermodynamic energy. The influence of stress
such as gravity and stationary pressure on the water
potential is also clarified as thermodynamic energy.
So every driving force of water flux is introduced
at the same energy unit. Then numerical model on
coupled heat and water transfer is proposed and
accuracy of the model is verified through the
comparison with experiments.
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